A general functorial framework for recursive de nitions is presented in which simulation of a de nition scheme by another one implies an ordering between the values de ned by these schemes in an arbitrary model. Under mild conditions on the functor involved, the converse implication also holds: a model is constructed such that, if the values de ned are ordered, there is a simulation between the de nition schemes. The theory is illustrated by applications to context-free grammars, recursive procedures in imperative languages, and simulation and bisimulation of processes.
Introduction
The ideas we present here, came up in the search for rules to prove re nement and equivalence between recursive procedures in imperative programming languages, cf. Hes92]. In such a language, one may consider two procedures, p0 and p1, both de ned by mutual recursion, and ask whether p0 re nes (i.e., implements) p1. One of the ways to prove re nement is to give a simulation relation between the recursion schemes of p0 and p1 (a method akin to Hoare's induction rule). This observation led us to the question whether re nement can always be proved by simulation. Of course, the answer is negative since re nement may be a consequence of speci c properties of program constructors like assignments and sequential composition. It turned out, however, that the answer is positive if we want re nement independent of the interpretation of the program constructors and even independent of the domain of interpretation.
For the proof of this result it was convenient to take a number of abstraction steps, via program schemes and polynomial functors, to almost arbitrary functors from sets to sets.
Thus the results we present are twofold. Firstly, soundness of inferring re nement from simulation in a very abstract setting for very arbitrary models, and secondly completeness of this proof strategy if model assumptions are discarded.
As a consequence of the abstractions, the recursive procedures we began with have been replaced by arbitrary de nition schemes, and the re nement relation is replaced by an arbitrary partial order (which may be equality). The theory is applicable to many classes of recursive de nitions. Of course, in speci c situations the soundness result may turn out to be trivial, whereas the completeness result is irrelevant for speci c models. For example, in Moschovakis' theory of functional recursion Mos97], the theory trivializes: simulation is not much more than renaming of functions, and completeness is irrelevant since the intended models satisfy speci c laws not represented in our theory. The theory is more fruitful in nondeterministic settings: we give examples with context-free languages, recursive de nitions in process algebras, and recursive procedures in imperative languages.
Summarizing, the aim of this paper is to give a general framework with a sound and complete rule (viz. simulation) to prove that one recursively de ned value is greater than another one, independent of the model in which these values are de ned.
We now turn to a description of recursive de nitions, and of the related concepts of syntax and semantics, which culminates in a neat but abstract categorical setting. A simple recursive de nition de nes a value in terms of itself. Strictly speaking, a recursive de nition is not a de nition but a xpoint equation, and the actual de nition amounts to the choice of the best solution of the equation in terms of a relevant order. A general recursive de nition de nes a family of values in terms of itself (mutual recursion), but its purpose usually is to de ne a speci c value. For example, in a context-free grammar each nonterminal is provided with a set of productions, but we are especially interested in the productions of the start symbol.
For the analysis of a recursive de nition it is useful to distinguish the syntactic de nition scheme from the semantic interpretation. The de nition scheme consists of an index set D for the family that is to be de ned, a function ' that assigns to each index an expression over D, and a special index d 2 D to point at the value we are interested in. At the semantic side, we have a set A of values, a function that evaluates expressions over A to values in A, and an order to choose the best xpoint.
For example, in the case of context-free grammars, D is the set of nonterminals, function ' provides the production rules, A is the set of languages, function represents concatenation and union of languages, the order is inclusion, and the least xpoint is the context-free language de ned. For details, see example 3 in Section 5.2 below. In example 4 of the same section, D is a set of mutually recursive procedures, ' is the declaration of the bodies of these procedures, A is the set of monotonic predicate transformers, provides operations for composition and nondeterministic choice, the order is implication order, and the least xpoint gives the weakest preconditions of the procedures.
Back to the general set up. The shape of the expressions over A must be the same as the shape of the expressions over D, since, for every \valuation" that assigns values in A to elements of D, and for every expression over D, we need a corresponding expression over A. This requirement is formalized in the condition that the set of expressions over X depends functorially on X. We can then abstract from the syntax of the expressions. The equality problem is the question whether two recursive de nitions, i.e., schemes d and e, The paper is organized as follows. In each section the results are numbered consecutively. When referring to a result from another section we add the section number to it. In Section 2 we deal with notations and some basic category theory (only functors).
In Section 3, we present the rst part of the theory and we conclude with the soundness of simulation. In Section 4 we show that the functor and its relational extension together are equivalent to a functor from sets to preordered sets, which setting is more convenient for the actual constructions.
Section 5 contains the constructions of many functors with relational extensions. Here we give a number of examples and counter-examples. In particular, we show how the theory applies to context-free languages and to recursive procedures in imperative programming. We also show that the simulations form a generalization of Park's concept of bisimulation of processes, and that another relational extension induces another equivalence relation on processes.
In Section 6, we construct a universal model and prove that an inequality j d ] j j e ] j in this model implies the existence of a simulation from d to e. We provide an example to show that the universal model need not be the nal coalgebra of RuT93, JaR97] . Section 7 contains the conclusion and some directions for future research.
This paper is based on the rst part of Thi96]. The functorial approach is related to the one of JaR97, RuT93], but we replace the interest in initial algebras and nal coalgebras by an emphasis on the interpretation of a coalgebra in an ordered algebra.
Notations and basic facts
We use ordinary ZF set theory, including the axiom of choice, cf. TaZ71]. The set of functions from a set X to a set Y is denoted by X ! Y . Function application is denoted by a leftassociative in x dot, composition of functions by the operator . The identity function of X is denoted by 1 X . A functor F : Set ! Set is a function that assigns to every set X a set F:X, and to every function f 2 X ! Y a function F:f 2 F:X ! F:Y , such that F:1 X = 1 F:X , F:(f g) = F:f F:g for all g 2 X ! Y and f 2 Y ! Z . Lemma 0. Every functor Set ! Set preserves surjective functions and bijective functions. Proof. Let F be such a functor. Let f 2 A ! B be a surjective function. By the axiom of choice there is a function g 2 B ! A with f g = 1 B . Then F:f F:g = 1 F:B and therefore F:f is surjective. If f is bijective we also have g f = 1 A and hence F:g F:f = 1 F:A , so that F:f is bijective. 2 A relation R between sets A and B is a subset R A B. Its converse cv:R B A consists of the pairs (y; x) with (x; y) 2 R. A relation R is predominantly treated as an in x operator. We then write x hR i y for (x; y) 2 R. The composition R S A C of relations R A B and S B C consists of the pairs (x; z) such that x hR i y and y hS i z for some y 2 B.
We write = A to denote the identity relation of A. A relation R A A is called a preorder i (= A ) R and R R R. It is called an order i moreover R \ cv:R = (= A ) (so we omit the word \partial"). The identity relation = A is also called the discrete preorder on A.
For a relation R A B and functions f 2 X ! A and g 2 X ! B, we also use the lifted relation R given by f hR i g (8 x :: f:x hR i g:x). If A and B are equipped with preorders , function f 2 A ! B is said to be monotonic i f:x f:y in B whenever x y in A. We write Prs to denote the category of preordered sets with monotonic functions. Therefore, a functor F : Set ! Prs is a functor Set ! Set that additionally provides each set F:X with a preorder F:X such that every function F:f is monotonic.
We write (8 x : P : Q) to mean that Q holds for all x for which P holds. Similarly, (9 x : P : Q) means that Q holds for some x for which P holds. In both cases, the range predicate P may be omitted if it is identical to true. So we have (8 x : P : Q) (8 x :: P ) Q), and (9 x : P : Q) (9 x :: P^Q), and :(8 x : P : Q) (9 x : P : :Q). Here we have assumed that the type of x is self-evident. If that is not the case, the binding occurrence of x is written x 2 X. We use similar notations for the quantor inf for in mum (greatest lower bound) and for (functional abstraction).
3 The abstract theory Given a functor F : Set ! Set, we de ne in Section 3.1 the concept of relational extension. This is done axiomatically. The important concepts coalgebra, algebra, interpretation, model, pre{ interpretation, post{interpretation, meaning, scheme, and re nement are all de ned in Section 3.2. In Section 3.3, simulations are introduced. There we also de ne completeness and atness of models, and we prove the technical lemmas for soundness. The soundness theorem itself is proved in Section 3.4. As preparations for the completeness results we there also give the de nitions of universal models and separating models. 
Relational extension
These particular conditions are proof-generated: they are precisely what we need in the theory below. Yet, they are canonical to some extent: in Section 4 below, we show that relational extensions correspond to \interpolating" functors from sets to preordered sets. In the Section 5 we show that many important functors have useful relational extensions. In Thi96], the term relator is used instead of relational extension. Here, we abandon the term relator to avoid confusion with the term used in BvdW92].
In the following we x a functor F and a relational extension G of F. If R is a preorder on a set A, then G:R is a preorder on F:A. In fact, G:R is re exive because of (= So, an interpretation is a xpoint of the function P ' from D ! A to itself that is de ned by P ' :f = F:f '. We omit the parameter in the notation of P ' since we often consider interpretations of di erent coalgebras in the same algebra (A; ). In order to guide our choice of the most adequate xpoint we introduce a (pre-)order on the algebra A, in the following way.
A G-premodel is an algebra (A; ) with a preorder on A, such that the function 2 F:A ! A is monotonic with respect to the preorders G:( ) and on F:A and A, respectively.
The premodel is called a model i , moreover, the preorder is an order on A. Note that G:( ) need not be an order on F:A.
For an F-coalgebra (D; ') and a G-premodel A, we de ne a function f 2 D ! A to be a pre{interpretation i f is a pre{ xpoint of P ' , i.e., i P ' :f f for the lifted preorder on D ! A. Similarly, f is called a post{interpretation i f is a post{ xpoint, i.e., f P ' :f. Since there is a good xpoint theory for monotonic functions, we observe Lemma 2. Let (D; ') be an F-coalgebra and let (A; ; ) be a G-premodel. Then P ' from D ! A to itself is monotonic. For an F-coalgebra (D; ') and a G-model (A; ; ), we de ne the meaning ' to be the in mum (greatest lower bound) of all pre{interpretations, if that in mum exists. We say that the coalgebra (D; ') has meaning in the G-model A i ' is wellde ned. Note that we do not impose completeness requirements on the G-model A.
Lemma 3. If it is de ned, the meaning ' is the least interpretation.
Proof. Since every interpretation is a pre{interpretation and ' is the in mum of the pre{ interpretations, it su ces to prove that ' is an interpretation:
( f de nition of ' g P ' :(P ' : ') P ' : '^P ' : ' ' f P ' is monotonic g The purpose of this paper is to derive a sound and complete proof rule for re nement. This rule will be based on simulation, as introduced in the next section.
Example 0. Let n be a natural number. Consider the functor F given by F:X = X n (the set of the n-tuples), with the natural action on functions. For every relation R A B, let G:R be the lifted relation. Then G is easily seen to be a relational extension of F. In this case, a G-model is a triple (A; ; ) such that is an order on A and that 2 A n ! A is monotonic.
If we take n = 3, we have, for example, the systems of recursive equations
(ii) y = :(y; z; z)^z = :(z; y; z) . If we represent the variables x, y, z, by the numbers 0, 1, 2, respectively, the systems (i) and (ii) correspond to the F-coalgebras (D; ') and (E; ) given by D = f0g , ':0 = (0; 0; 0) ; E = f1; 2g , :1 = (1; 2; 2)^ :2 = (2; 1; 2) .
The meaning of the coalgebra (D; ') is the least solution of (i), and the meaning of (E; ) is the least solution of (ii). Let us assume that A is complete (every subset has an in mum). Then both systems have least solutions. Since every solution of (i) gives a solution of (ii) by y; z := x; x, we then have A j = (E; ; 1) v (D; '; 0) .
The converse relation also holds, but the proof of that fact will be a good illustration of a result in the next section. Indeed we shall prove that, for this functor, all systems of recursive equations de ne the same value. 2
Simulation
A G-simulation between a coalgebra (D; ') and a coalgebra (E; ) is de ned to be a relation R D E such that ('; ) 2 R ! ! G:R, i.e., for all x 2 D and y 2 E:
x hR i y ) ':x hG:R i :y .
We rst prove that the G-simulations form a category in the sense that identity relations are simulations and that any composition of simulations is a simulation. In fact, the identity relation = D is a G-simulation from (D; ') to itself because of (rel0). If R and S are G-simulations from (D; ') to (E; ) and from (E; ) to (H; ), then R S is a G-simulation from (D; ') to (H; ), because of x hR S i z ) (9 y :: x hR i y^y hS i z) ) (9 y :: ':x hG:R i :y^ :y hG:S i :z) ) ':x hG:R G:S i :z ) f (rel2) g ':x hG:(R S)i :z .
We say that R is a G-simulation of schemes from (D; '; d) to (E; ; e) i R is a G-simulation of coalgebras from (D; ') to (E; ) that contains the pair (d; e). Remark. If the relational extension G is symmetric, every G-simulation R from a scheme d to a scheme e induces a G-simulation cv:R from e to d. 2
We now prepare the ground for the main soundness result, which is Theorem 7 below. In Lemma 4, we show that simulation between schemes implies ordering between the values de ned (i.e., the least xponts), if the order of model A is \complete enough". In Lemma 6, we show that a similar assertion holds for another class of models, which are called at.
The cardinality of a set X is denoted by #X. Let be a cardinal number. A preordered set (A; ) is said to be -complete i (A; ) is ordered and every subset U A with cardinality #U has an in mum. Proof. Since A is #E-complete, we can de ne a function f 2 D ! A by f:x = (inf y 2 E : x hR i y : g:y) . Then we have f:x g:y for all pairs x, y with x hR i y. This implies (f; g) 2 R ! ! ( ). Since R is a simulation of schemes, we have d hR i e, and hence f:d g:e. Therefore, it su ces to prove that ' f. This is proved in ' f ( f de nition of ' g P ' :f f f de nition of f g (8 x; y : x hR i y : P ' :f:x g:y) f de nition of ! ! g (P ' :f; g) 2 R ! ! ( ) f g is an interpretation, de nition of P ' and P g ( F:f ' ; F:
true .
2
Example 1. We come back to Example 0 with F:X = X n for a xed number n, with its induced relational extension G. Let The next result is a technical lemma to prepare the proof of Lemma 6.
Lemma 5. Let (E; ) be a coalgebra with an interpretation g 2 E ! A in a G-premodel (A; ; ). Let (D; ') be a coalgebra and let r 2 D ! E. We de ne a G-premodel (A; ; ) to be at i f g holds for every coalgebra (D; '), every post{interpretation f 2 D ! A, and every pre{interpretation g 2 D ! A.
Notice that, if A is a at G-model and f is an interpretation of a coalgebra (D; ') in A, then f is the only interpretation of (D; ') in A, and (D; ') has meaning ' = f in A.
Lemma 6. Let (D; ') and (E; ) be F-coalgebras with interpretations f 2 D ! A and g 2 E ! A in a at G-premodel A. Let R be a G-simulation of schemes from (D; '; d) to (E; ; e). 1 . Now, (R; ) is a coalgebra. It follows from the lefthand conjunct of (*) and Lemma 5(b) that f 0 is a post{interpretation of (R; ). It follows from the other conjunct of (*) and Lemma 5(a) that g 1 is a pre{interpretation of (R; ). Flatness of A therefore implies that f 0 g 1 . This proves that f:x g:y for all x hR i y. 2
Simulation and re nement
We can now formulate and prove our main soundness result, which is that simulation implies re nement.
To abstract from the speci c simulation relation, we de ne the relation G between schemes by saying that (D; '; d) G Theorem 7 says that simulation implies re nement for a certain class of models. In example 1 of Section 5.1 below, we show that some assumption on the models is necessary for the validity of this implication, and in the remainder of Section 5 we give a number of examples where the implication applies.
Theorem 7 may be regarded as saying that a certain proof rule is sound. This suggested the question whether it could be complete as well. Now completeness amounts to replacing the proof rule by an equivalence of the form (D; '; d) G It is easy to verify that a at and separating G-model in which every coalgebra has meaning is universal. In Section 6.4 we use this observation to prove that, for some functors, universal models do exist.
Interpolating functors
In the theory of Section 3 we used a relational extension of a given functor from Set to itself.
It turns out that in practice the relational extension together with the functor are always given by one functor Set ! Prs, which has the so{called interpolation property. In this section we develop the relevant theory. It is a preparation for Section 5, where a number of examples of the theory are presented.
The construction of relational extensions
It follows from Lemma 3.1 that the relational extension G is uniquely determined by the functor 
Weak pullbacks and interpolation
Let functions f 2 B ! A, g 2 C ! A, h 2 X ! B, and k 2 X ! C be such that f h = g k. Below we shall show that many functors Set ! Prs are interpolating. Not every such functor, however, is interpolating. For example, let K be the functor that assigns to every set X the set X with the preorder > such that x h>i y holds for all x, y 2 X. First, some convenient notation. For functions f 2 X ! A and g 2 X ! B, we write f; g] to denote the relation in A B that consists of the pairs (f:x; g:x) with x 2 X. We clearly have (f; g) 2 (= X ) ! ! f; g]. By (rel3) and (rel0) it follows that (F:f; F:g) 2 ( We have thus shown the converse of Theorem 1: if G is a relational extension of an arbitrary functor F from sets to sets, there is an interpolating functor K from sets to preordered sets such that G = K + . Since it is easier to construct interpolating functors than relational extensions, we regard Theorem 1 as more important than its converse.
Interpolating functors as a composition
The next results will be used to compute relational extensions and to construct models for them.
If K is an interpolating functor Set ! Prs we speak of a model for K where a K + -model is meant. Implicitly, an arbitrary functor F : Set ! Set is also regarded as a functor Set ! Prs, where every set F:X is provided with the discrete preorder = F:X . Then functor F is interpolating if and only if it preserves weak pullbacks. Remark. It follows from Lemma 2.0 that a functor that preserves pullback diagrams also preserves weak pullback diagrams. Since preservation of weak pullbacks is the weaker property, it is used as the hypothesis in the Lemmas 4 and 5 below. We use these Lemmas, however, only for functors that actually preserve pullbacks. 2 Lemma 4. Let 
Concrete functors and examples
In Section 5.1 we present a number of power set functors, which form typical examples of interpolating functors. Here we also give some toy examples of the theory of Section 3. In Section 5.2 we introduce string functors. Even more important than strings are sets of strings, languages. For this purpose a string functor is combined with a power set functor. It is shown that context-free grammars and mutually recursive procedures in an imperative language are both examples of the theory. Section 5.3 treats polynomial functors and their nondeterministic relatives. Here, we show that Park's concept of bisimulation of processes (or transition systems) is a special case of our concept of simulation, but that simulation may also induce an equivalence relation di erent from bisimulation. In Section 5.4 we introduce the concept of bounded spread for functors. This concept is needed for the construction of a universal model in Section 6.4.
The power functors
Let Pow : Set ! Set be the functor that assigns to every set A the set Pow:A of all subsets of A, and that assigns to a function f 2 A ! B the function f s that assigns to a subset U A the image im(fjU) B. We also de ne the functors Poi, Poc : Set ! Prs that treat sets and functions in the same way as Pow, but are such that Poi:X is ordered by inclusion ( ) and that Poc:X is ordered by containment ( ). It is easy to see that, in either case, all functions f s are monotonic. Therefore, they are indeed both functors Set ! Prs. Since (c') implies (a'), we have Pow + :R Poi + :R. By symmetry, we also have Pow + :R Poc + :R. Therefore, Pow + :R is contained in the intersection. Conversely, let (u; v) be an element of the righthand side of (c). We then have functions s 2 u ! v and t 2 v ! u, such that x hR i s:x and t:y hR i y for all x 2 u and y 2 v. Let w be the set of all these pairs (x; s:x) and (t:y; y). Then w is a witness for (c'). For the other two assertions we take the standard order on the set of the natural numbers. . We now construct a G-model A. We choose a natural number n 2 and let A consist of the natural numbers < n with the discrete order (=). Using Lemma 1, we get that the relation G:(=) on F:A is the identity relation. Therefore, (A; ; =) is a G-model for every function 
String functors
Let (?) : Set ! Set be the functor that assigns to every set X the set X of nite strings over X and that extends functions accordingly. This functor preserves pullback diagrams. In fact, let a pullback diagram be given as in Section 4.2. If u 2 B and v 2 C have the same image in A , then the strings u and v have the same length, say n, and for every index i < n the i-th elements u:i and v:i have the same image in A. Since the diagram is a pullback, there exist unique elements x:i 2 X with images u:i and v:i in B and C. Therefore (x:0; : : : ; x:(n ? 1)) is the unique element of X with images u and v. Example 3. The language generated by a context-free grammar. Let T be a set of terminal symbols. For any set X, let X + T be the disjoint union of X and T. The functor X 7 ! X + T is easily seen to preserve pullbacks. Therefore, the functor X 7 ! (X + T) also preserves pullbacks. By Lemma 0 and Lemma 4.4, it follows that the functor F given by F:X = Poi:(X + T) is interpolating.
It is this functor F that is used in the de nition of context-free grammars and languages. In fact, a context-free grammar over T is given by a set D of nonterminal symbols, a start symbol It follows from Lemma 1(a) and Lemma 4.4 that such a relation is a simulation between grammars (D; '; d) and (E; ; e) i d hR i e holds and, for every pair of nonterminals u and v with u hR i v and every production x 2 ':u, there is a production y 2 :v with x hR i y. If there is such a simulation the language generated by (D; '; d) is contained in the language of (E; ; e). This is presumably well known, and it is easy to prove in the concrete setting.
Obviously, not every inclusion can be proved in this way. For instance, the regular grammars d ! " j td and e ! " j et, where t is a terminal symbol, generate the same language t , but there is no simulation between the grammars. 2
Example 4. In Hes92], the semantics of imperative programs is expressed in terms of monotonic predicate transformers on a xed state space. These predicate transformers form a complete lattice MT with respect to the implication order. Nondeterminate choice between a nonempty set of commands corresponds to the in mum (conjunction) of the corresponding predicate transformers. The semantics of the simple commands is given by the weakest precondition function We can also regard the schemes over the functor Poi. In that case, we can use relation R = f(n; n + 1) j n 2 INg f(d; e); (e; d)g , which is a Poi + -simulation. Therefore, d and e simulate each other with respect to Poi + .
Since we associate the term bisimulation with the requirement of Lemma 1(c), we shall use the term similarity to express that two schemes simulate each other. Here, (D; '; d) and (D; '; e) are similar for Poi + . One can also prove that they are similar for Poc + . 2
Functors with bounded spread
We de ne a functor F to have spread bounded by the cardinal number i , for every set X and every element y 2 F:X, there is a subset U X with #U such that y is in the image of F:U in F:X. We de ne F to have bounded spread i there is a cardinal number such that F has spread bounded by . The concept of bounded spread will be useful in our main result, Theorem 6.9. On the other hand, the functor Pow is not of bounded spread. In fact, for every cardinal number there exists a set X with #X > . Then X 2 Pow:X is such that X 2 Pow:U implies #U > for all U. 6 The construction of universal models This Section is devoted to a construction of universal models. We go back to the setting of Section 3 with a functor F : Set ! Set and some relational extension G of it. The universal model is constructed by means of a premodel. We therefore start to show in Section 6.1 how a premodel is transformed into a model (this is a special case of a standard construction in algebra). The premodel we construct consists of similarity classes of schemes. So, in Section 6.2 we introduce and investigate similarity of schemes. In Section 6.3, saturated coalgebras are introduced and it is shown that every saturated coalgebra gives rise to a at and separating premodel. Finally, in Section 6.4, we use these results to prove that there is a universal model if F is of bounded spread. The ideas in this Section were inspired by the work on nal coalgebras in RuT93].
From premodel to model
Let (A; ; ) be a G-premodel. We 
Simulation and similarity
We come back to relation G de ned in Section 3.4. We identify a scheme (D; '; d) with the base point d when the intended coalgebra (D; ') is clear from the context. In that case, we omit the index G from the symbol . In this way we get, for every pair of coalgebras (D; ') and (E; ), a relation ( ) D E given by x y (D; '; x) G (E; ; y) .
Lemma 0. Relation is the greatest (i.e., weakest) G-simulation between (D; ') and (E; ).
Proof. By de nition, we have R ( ) for every G-simulation R. Therefore, it su ces to prove that is a G-simulation, i.e., that ('; ) 2 ( ) ! ! G:( ). Let x 2 D, y 2 E with x y. We have to prove ':x hG:( )i :y. We can choose a G-simulation R from (D; ') to (E; ) with x hR i y. Since R is a G-simulation, we have ':x hG:R i :y. On the other hand, R ( ) and hence G:R G:( ). This implies that ':x hG:( )i :y. 2
We use relation G to de ne the G-similarity relation ' G between F-schemes by x ' G y
Since G is a preorder, relation ' G is an equivalence relation of schemes. When schemes are given by base points, we write ' for ' G .
Remark. We do not use the term bisimulation here since the relations used to infer x G y and y G x may be di erent, whereas bisimulation of processes requires the same relation for both. See Example 6 in Section 5. 2 Let r be a function from coalgebra (D; ') to coalgebra (E; ). Function r is said to preserve similarity i x ' r:x for all x 2 D. Function r is called a comorphism i F:r ' = r. Proof. This follows from the next lemma, with the discrete order = E on E (a direct proof can also be given, but is not much shorter We have thus shown that every saturated coalgebra (H; ) gives rise to a at and separating G-premodel (H; ; ). This is the rst step in the construction of a universal model, as asked for in Section 3.4.
The existence of saturated coalgebras
Above we have shown that saturated coalgebras can be useful. This justi es the e ort to construct them, if possible. The problem is that, in general, the set F:D is bigger than D, so that the schemes in F:D can be more complex than the schemes in D. The solution lies in the fact that the scheme up to similarity is determined by its shape in the \neighbourhood" of its base point. The next point is to construct an F-coalgebra that \contains" all coalgebra structures on a given set. This is done as follows.
For a set X, let M:X be the set of pairs ( ; x) with 2 X ! F:X and x 2 X. For 2 X ! F:X, we de ne jd: 2 X ! M:X by jd: :x = ( ; x). We de ne function " 2 M:X ! F:(M:X) by ":( ; x) = F:(jd: ):( :x). In this way, obviously, (M:X; ") is a coalgebra. The main point of the construction is that, for any 2 X ! F:X, the function jd: 2 X ! M:X is a comorphism from (X; ) to (M:X; "), since " jd: = F:(jd: ) . As announced in Section 3.4, the existence of a universal model implies that simulation is a complete proof method for ordering in every model. Under a mild condition on the functor involved, we can now formulate and prove our main result that universal models exist.
Theorem 9. Let the functor F be of bounded spread. Then there is a universal G-model. Remarks. Our universal models play another role than the nal coalgebras of RuT93, JaR97]. They do not aspire to be the last word on semantics. They only serve to show that if one discards all model assumptions, the order between recursively de ned values is due to simulation. In general, a universal model need not be the algebra obtained from a nal coalgebra by reversing the arrow. In fact, for the latter algebra (if it exists), the function 2 F:A ! A is bijective. Therefore, it su ces to give an example where the function of a universal G-model (A; ; ) cannot be bijective.
For this purpose, we consider the case de ned by the functor Poik of Section 5.1. So F = Poik and G = Poik + . We consider the simple F-schemes (D; '; d) and (E; ; e) given by D = fdg and E = feg, and ':d = ; and :e = feg. Using Lemma 5.1, we get (D; '; d) G (E; ; e) and (E; ; e) 6 G (D; '; d).
Since Poik has bounded spread, a universal G-model (A; ; ) exists (say some N:X). Since the model is universal, the two schemes d and e mentioned above have meanings d0 = j d ] j and e0 = j e ] j in A that satisfy d0 e0 and d0 6 = e0. The sets fd0; e0g and fe0g are elements of F:A and, by Lemma 5.1, they satisfy fd0; e0g hG:( )i fe0g, and fe0g hG:( )i fd0; e0g. Since is monotonic and is an order on A, it follows that :fd0; e0g = :fe0g. This proves that is not injective and hence not bijective.
In passing, one may note that the preorder G:( ) on F:A is not an order. Also, notice that, if one replaces Poik by Powk, the example breaks down since then d G e is invalidated. This implies that the universal model depends on G. 2
Conclusion and outlook
We have shown that least xpoint semantics and simulation are closely related, in a very abstract setting. In fact, simulation between recursive de nition schemes implies an order relation in almost all models. On the other hand, under mild conditions on the functor involved, there is a model such that, if the values de ned are ordered in that model, the schemes have a simulation relation.
The cardinality estimates needed in Section 6 seem to be not essential for the ideas of this paper. It is likely that they can be avoided by leaving ZF set theory and working with classes, as in AcM89]. Even if that is true, however, it is useful to know that for many functors it is not necessary to leave set theory.
Several further questions emerge. What relations are there with nal coalgebras and initial algebras? What happens if we restrict our attention to models that satisfy certain laws? Can we give a similar condition for the order between expressions that contain recursively de ned values? What is the impact of the general theory for speci c functors and models?
